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Introduction

Tokomaru School is a place where our four key Values; Respect, Responsibility,
Perseverance & Honesty, are expressed through our Vision, “Where Children
Achieve Excellence”. It is our mission to empower students to achieve personal
excellence, in a learning culture that equips them for an evolving world. We
work together as one; wanting our Year 8 students to leave as Self-Agent
learners.
In preparing this strategic plan, the Board has considered the aspirations of the
community this school serves. In Term One of 2019 during our consultation with our community, we asked
them to share their experiences and knowledge of our Vision, Values, Triple T’s and our Learner Pathway. We
asked about our strengths and areas for improvement, as well as how welcome they (and their children) feel
as part of our learning community. We asked how well-informed they feel, and how well-resourced their
children are for success. We asked for their views on a compulsory school uniform, Religious Education and
Homework. We asked them to choose the most important aspects of our Health programme. We collected
many ideas that have helped us shape the coming years at Tokomaru School.
From 2017-2019 we have surveyed our Year 8 leavers (and any who left at other levels), but in 2019 we also
surveyed past pupils (Year 9 & 10); gathering valuable student voice on the important aspects of our culture
and what drives our learners. We have used much of this feedback to help us shape the direction of this
strategic plan, and put emphasis on the one thing that matters most to us all; our tamariki. There are many
important strategic decisions that have been made in the formulation of this plan. Some involve immediate
action and others require considerable, on-going action and focus.
The school’s strategic plan document 2020-2022, shows that our Board of Trustees is giving effect to the
National Administration Guidelines, through policies, plans and programmes, including those for curriculum
assessment and staff development. It is our school improvement plan, and is therefore a changing, growing
document. We are also mindful of the changing community we serve, as the population continues to expand
rapidly. However, feedback tells us that the community is proud of the school as a place where change is
embraced and risk-taking and innovation among its staff and students is encouraged. The Board and
community consider the staff to be the most important learning tool and actively support them as learners
and leaders. We are a staff who thrive in a high trust environment.
We see it as our School Improvement Plan; to guide us on our journey.
After a period of time and review it may be that there are changes to this plan.
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We move forward together.

School Description
We are a Decile 6, Year 1-8 full primary school situated 20km south of Palmerston North on State Highway 57
with a roll that now builds to 120+ students. We have seen significant growth in the past three years, with our
roll almost doubling. In late 2016 we opened a forth classroom, and at the beginning of 2018 opened a fifth.
Managing our roll going forward, is one of our strategic priorities and our Enrolment Scheme was finalised on
October 24th 2018. While Tokomaru School is at the northern end of the Horowhenua District, the majority
of our families travel to Palmerston North for work and/or services.
The school community is a mix of rural and village families. As a rural school, considerable reliance is placed
on parent and community involvement. In kind, Tokomaru School has a zero “voluntary” donation policy. We
ask for support from parents in other, non-monetary, ways. The school has strong links, and is reflective of its
community; 65% European, 30% Maori, 3% Pacifica and 2% other ethnicities. We appreciate the ongoing
support we get from members of our community, who help enhance the educational opportunities of our
students. We have strong links with all local community groups and local businesses, who so willingly support
our school.
Our school community prides itself on the challenging and varied learning opportunities that exist for students
of Tokomaru School. They experience quality opportunities across the entire curriculum; culturally, in the Arts
and also in the sporting arena. We embrace opportunities outside of the school, such as the Rotary Speech
Festival, Mathex, Kids’ Lit Quiz, National Young Leaders Day, GRIP Leadership Conference, EPro8 Science and
Technology Challenge, ICAS International Tests, Horizons Riparian Planting and AgriKids to name a few.
The school is well resourced with TV screens, ipads, and laptops in each class. Google Apps for Education
(Google Classroom) is used to support student learning; an initiative reflective of the 21 Century learning
concept. The educational App Seesaw, is used in every classroom to connect with families and share the
learning journey of each child. We also use Facebook and our App ‘Skool Loop NZ’ to connect with the wider
community on a daily basis.
We are continually developing our Student Leadership Programme, which provides further opportunities for
our Senior Year 7 & 8 students to shine. We have a Student Leadership Team, consisting of two Head Students,
two Deputy Heads and at least four School Leaders. These leading students provide the staff and students
with valuable support, ideas, and student voice (and are fantastic role models for the younger students). In
2018 we introduced House Leaders (to lead our three Houses; Rata, Kowhai and Tawa) as another way of
including student voice in the decisions we make. In 2020 we are adding a fourth House, Karaka, in order to
accommodate our growing roll. This will open up further leadership opportunities.
The school provides a happy and safe environment for the children to thrive in. We have excellent grounds
and facilities, including extensive fields, a tennis court, a swimming pool and two large playgrounds. We have
a limestone running/bike track that borders our field, as well as a range of fitness stations that can be used by
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our students and the community all year round. Past and present student leaders designed a new playground
for which fundraising has begun in earnest. We hope to break ground in 2020!
Parents have high expectations and aspirations for their children and take a keen interest in their progress and
achievements. Our parents provide staff with valuable non-teaching assistance, in and out of the classroom.
We value the contributions of our wider Tokomaru Community and the relationships we have fostered over
time; this includes our close association with the Tokomaru Early Childhood Centre, who visit us regularly to
join in with activities, and to utilise our resources.
The dedicated Staff, Board of Trustees, Home and School Association, along with fantastic students and wider
community, make Tokomaru School a great place to be.

Vision
Where Children Achieve Excellence

Mission
Tokomaru School is committed to empowering students to achieve personal excellence in a learning culture
that equips them for an evolving world.

Core Values
Honesty
Responsibility
Respect
Perseverance

- we are honest with ourselves, others and our learning
- we respect ourselves, others and property
- we take responsibility for learning and behaviour in our school
- we never give up

To achieve our Vision and Values at Tokomaru School we have our
Learner Pathway…
Learner Pathway; The Toko Train
The Learner Pathway is a set of progressions that aims to develop our students from “Dependent” Learners
into “Self-Agent” Learners. This learning journey equips our students with the required skills to graduate from
being solely dependent on teacher instruction to becoming self-driven, self-agent learners who have
ownership of their learning and behaviour. Moving through this pathway, students will learn skills that will
enable them to become successful lifelong learners.
As our students progress along The Learner Pathway they earn trust and are rewarded with more choice and
freedom in their learning. Students appreciate and value this ownership, creating intrinsically motivated
students who strive to reach Self-Agent status.
A Year 8 Self-Agent Leaver will be a positive role model.
They will demonstrate kindness and empathy, and have the skills to:
1. Seek and receive feedback and act on it
5

2. See mistakes as part of learning
3. Set their next learning goal
4. Manage their time efficiently
5. Work independently and collaboratively
6. Find and use the appropriate tools and resources for the task
7. Communicate in a variety of situations
8. Actively seek further knowledge
9. Take on new challenges
10. Take on a support role or a leadership role

Learner Pathway; Year 8 Self-Agent Leaver
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Learner Pathway; Self-Agent Station
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Maori and Cultural Dimension
Tokomaru School’s policies and practices reflect New Zealand’s (Aotearoa) cultural diversity and the unique position of
the Maori Culture. All students will be given opportunities to acquire some knowledge in Tikanga Maori and Te Reo
Maori. Tokomaru School will incorporate Tikanga Maori (Maori culture and protocol) into the school’s curriculum by
developing inclusive and supportive concepts (from Tataiako) such as:
Manaakitanga: showing integrity, sincerity and respect towards Mäori beliefs, language and culture.
Whanaungatanga: actively engaging in respectful working relationships with Mäori learners, parents and whänau, hapü,
iwi and the Mäori community.
Ako: taking responsibility for their own learning and that of Mäori learners.
Wänanga: participating with learners and communities in robust dialogue for the benefit of Mäori learners’ achievement.
Tangata Whenuatanga: affirming Mäori learners as Mäori. Providing contexts for learning where the language, identity
and culture of Mäori learners and their whänau is affirmed.

The priority is for Maori students to feel comfortable and positive about being Maori within the school environment;
experiencing success as Maori. Initiatives grounded in the ‘Ka Hikitia’ document will be built upon.
The BOT will continue to identify the teaching and learning programmes and strategies to extend Maori students. Our
Maori Student Achievement Document is a separate document that tracks progress of our Maori students in Reading,
Writing and Maths (against the Curriculum Expectations) over time. When a parent requests that their child be provided
with instruction in Te Reo, as would be available in Kura Kaupapa Maori, Rumaki, Bilingual, or Total Immersion situations,
the Principal (on behalf of the Board of Trustees), will explore other possibilities which could include one or more of the
following:
•
•
•

Dual enrolment at the Correspondence School
Provide further opportunities within the child’s classroom using local resource people
Other negotiated actions
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Strategic Goals 2020-2022
In the 3 year period from 2020 our school aims to enhance student learning outcomes by enacting our Vision, Mission and
Core Values, while taking into account the NEGs, NAGs and areas of National Education Priorities.

Goal 1:

STUDENT LEARNING, PROGRESS and ACHIEVEMENT

Nag 1 , 2

At Tokomaru School we will provide all students with opportunities to succeed.

Strategic Intentions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

THE WAYS WE INTEND TO ENACT THIS GOAL:

Target specific curriculum areas to improve school-wide achievement.
Provide resources and support so that all students are able to actively engage in learning programmes.
Track and show progress through Action Plans, Assessment and Reflections.
Allow opportunities for students to take on leadership roles and responsibilities.
Provide extended opportunities for students to fulfil sporting, cultural or artistic abilities.

Goal 2:

EFFECTIVE TEACHING

Nag 1, 3, 4

At Tokomaru School we will resource teaching staff in order to effectively deliver quality teaching and
learning opportunities.

Strategic Intentions

THE WAYS WE INTEND TO ENACT THIS GOAL:

1. Ongoing professional development of staff to ensure consistency and excellence in teaching practice and
leadership capabilities.
2. Ensure the professional development of staff is in targeted areas of need.
3. Provide access to relevant and up-to-date resources and personnel.
4. Ensure we are financially sustainable, enabling the delivery of the identified intentions in our Strategic Plan.

Goal 3:

HAUORA

Nag 1, 2 , 4, 5

At Tokomaru School students, staff and whanau learn in a safe, inclusive and supportive environment that
enhances Hauora. There are four dimensions of Hauora; Taha Tinana (Physical Well-being - health), Taha
Hinengaro (Mental and Emotional well-being - self-confidence), Taha Whanau (Social Well-being - selfesteem) and Taha Wairua (Spiritual well-being - personal beliefs).

Strategic Intentions

THE WAYS WE INTEND TO ENACT THIS GOAL :

1. Maintain and enhance facilities to support a modern learning environment, with an emphasis on wellbeing for all.
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2. Build on teachers understanding of Growth Mindset, Mindfulness & Kind Hearts to continue to foster student agency.
3. Uphold the Learner Pathway that outlines the desired knowledge, skills and values of a Year 8 Self-Agent Leaver.
4. Demonstrate a commitment to Te Tiriti o Waitangi through developing our cultural competence.

Goal 4:

PARTNERSHIPS

Nag 2

At Tokomaru School our entire school community is engaged to form strong, learning partnerships.

Strategic Intentions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

THE WAYS WE INTEND TO ENACT THIS GOAL :

Actively enhance positive relationships with our parents, caregivers and community as partners in learning.
Engage with our families to help them understand how they can support and celebrate their child’s learning.
Allow opportunities for students to share their views, opinions and ideas.
Recognise and utilise the strengths and skills of the staff and whanau.
Collaborate with other schools in our CoL, Te Oro Karaka Kahui Ako, to work towards meeting the Achievement
Challenges.

Strategic Section
Goal 1:

STUDENT LEARNING, PROGRESS and ACHIEVEMENT

At Tokomaru School we will provide all students with opportunities to succeed.
(Links to CoL ‘Effective Teaching & Learning: Achievement Challenge Two’ and ‘Innovation; Achievement
Challenge Three’)

Intentions
1.1.Target specific
curriculum areas to
improve school-wide
achievement.

2020-2022 Planned Actions
•
•
•

1.2. Provide resources and
support so that all students
are able to actively engage
in learning programmes.

•

•
•
•
•

Continue to use an Action Plan for Target Students in the key areas identified
in the Annual Goals.
Strengthen the skills of our Student Leaders, Peer Mediators and our students
by continuing the Cool Schools mediation programme, and introducing the
Kind Hearts in Schools Programme.
Deliberately plan opportunities for extension, enrichment and acceleration
across a wide variety of curriculum areas and ages.
Continue to use Action Plans to record and track the progress of our students
who are at risk of not achieving, or for those who need acceleration. These
target students are then identified on teacher’s appraisals, planning and
assessment.
Maintain our commitment to targeting children as soon as any issue arises (ie;
in their first three years at school).
Provide a variety of opportunities for students to develop as digitally capable
thinkers, producers and creators; increasing STEM resources and ICT tools.
Share ideas for, and successes with student engagement in an ongoing
manner, so as to improve programmes offered to children.
Allow opportunities for student voice to be heard, recorded and actioned.
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1.3. Track and show
progress through Action
Plans, Assessment and
Reflections.

•

1.4. Allow opportunities for
students to take on
leadership
roles
and
responsibilities.

•

1.5. Provide extended
opportunities for students
to fulfil sporting, cultural or
artistic abilities.

•

•

•
•

•
•

Continue to review and develop our reporting format to suit the different
needs at different levels throughout the school ie; the Year 7/8 reports to
include the (external) Technology Programme they attend off-site.
Gather student voice on the success of external programmes throughout the
year. Use this in order to tailor future programmes.
Appoint Head and Deputy student positions (from student self-nominations)
and then have students vote for remaining school leadership roles.
Continue to develop the Student Leadership team and the tasks they are
involved in. Ask Student Leaders to suggest tasks and events.
Strengthen the skills of our Leaders by allowing them opportunities to go to
National Young Leaders Day and GRIP Leadership Conference.
Look at targeting the ‘At’ students and accelerating their learning through
Teacher Aide support (or similar), as well as ‘At Risk’ students.
Keep providing opportunities for children to represent our school in areas of
strength/interest.
Invite visitors to our school to showcase, performance, teach, coach, share
their expertise with our staff and students.

Goal 2:

EFFECTIVE TEACHING

At Tokomaru School we will resource teaching staff in order to effectively deliver quality
teaching and learning opportunities.
(Links to CoL ‘Effective Teaching & Learning: Achievement Challenge Two)

Intentions
2.1. Ongoing professional
development of staff to
ensure consistency and
excellence in teaching
practice and leadership
capabilities.

2020-2022 Planned Actions
•

•
•
•
•
•

2.2.
Ensure
the
professional development
of staff is in targeted areas
of need.

•
•
•

Continue the weekly Te Reo ‘phrase’ or ‘word’ in all classrooms, and extend
the vocabulary / phrases (to be more complex) as we become more proficient;
the use of sound bites will ensure pronunciation is correctly taught.
Review the guide for administering writing samples, and then moderate a
selection of writing (samples) at least twice a year (as a whole staff).
Continue to use e-assTTle Writing to level writing samples.
Review and revise the Running Record Expectations document.
Principal to continue with the PLG (set up in 2018), facilitated by Carol Lynch
(edLead) which includes a mix of urban/rural/small/large school principals.
The PLG group will meet each term.
Involve Team Leader and Deputy Principal in PLG’s and further leadership PD,
in order to grow their leadership capabilities.
Work alongside our CoL and with AST’s and WST’s to identify ‘Cultural
Responsiveness’ within our Learner Pathway and Mana Rail.
Continue the work we have begun around Hauora-Wellbeing for staff and
students.
Explore the four dimensions of Hauora. Continue to have targeted time at Staff
Meetings for professional discussions about specific students, resources,
issues etc.
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•
•
•

2.3. Provide access to
relevant and up-to-date
resources and personnel.

•
•

•
•

2.4. Ensure we are
financially
sustainable,
enabling the delivery of the
identified intentions in our
Strategic Plan.

•
•
•
•

Continue to forward on relevant PD notifications via email and BOT
correspondence.
Regularly review the effectiveness of the Early Words Programme, Assistive
Technology (work samples – see Action Plans) and RTDeaf intervention (IEP).
Regularly review the appraisal system to ensure it meets the needs of our staff.
Look for specific PD that supports ongoing development in Hauora and Cultural
Competence.
Strengthen the skills of our Teachers (in Mediation, Mana Rail, Growth
Mindset & our Learner Pathway) by having regular slots at Staff Meetings and
offering extra sessions (of support) for staff who need one-to-one.
Use CoL PD Consultants, AST & WST to observe, critique and feed back to
teachers; to support growth in our focus areas.
Continue to build our selection of Mana Rail resources to support Hauora.
Provide relevant curriculum leaders with their own budget to manage.
Provide each classroom with an annual ‘classroom consumables’ budget.
Look ahead at ways to cater with our growing numbers of students and have a
larger working budget for curriculum areas.
Update and review our Asset Replacement plan to ensure we are financially
equipped for significant future needs.

Goal 3:

HAUORA

At Tokomaru School students, staff and whanau learn in a safe, inclusive and supportive
environment that enhances Hauora. There are four dimensions of Hauora; Taha Tinana
(Physical Well-being), Taha Hinengaro (Mental and Emotional Well-Being), Taha Whanau
(Social Well-Being) and Taha Wairua (Spiritual Well-Being).
(Links to CoL ‘Hauora/Wellbeing: Achievement Challenge One’)

Intentions

2020-2022 Planned Actions

3.1. Maintain and enhance
facilities to support a
modern
learning
environment
with
an
emphasis on wellbeing for
all.

•
•

3.2. Build on teachers
understanding of Growth
Mindset, Mindfulness &
Kind Hearts to continue to
foster student agency.

•

•
•

•
•
•

Review the ICT Kids document annually or as needed.
Update the Wishlist (for ICT) annually (and ensure asset replacement is
budgeted for).
Remind staff of the process for the Hazards Book.
Involve the staff and students in decisions around classroom furniture,
resources and break-out spaces, as well as outdoor spaces & equipment.
Continue to support and develop all staff in Mindfulness (Pause, Breathe,
Smile).
Register as a Kind Hearts school and incorporate kindness into our values and
curriculum planning.
Develop a ‘ Growth Mindset’ slot at assemblies, and an ‘I made a mistake’
award ‘slot’ to celebrate growth mindset in our students.
Refine and share our understanding of ’Mana Rail’ and what it encompasses.
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3.3. Uphold the Learner
Pathway that outlines the
desired knowledge, skills
and values of a Year 8 SelfAgent Leaver.

•

•
•
•

•

3.4. Demonstrate a
commitment to Te Tiriti o
Waitangi through
developing our cultural
competence.

•
•
•
•
•

Continue promoting the Principal Self-Agent (Learner Pathway) Award –
“displays one of the Self-Agent Yr8 Learner attributes” to be presented at each
assembly (or as often as applicable).
Ensure that we review and update (as necessary) the Y8 Leaver Profile & LP in
order to continually meet the needs of our learners.
Use the feedback from our Leavers (in Year 9) to strengthen the Learner
Pathway and skills required of a Self-Agent student.
Review the Learner Pathway Parent Handbook and include our extra
classroom in the descriptors (include relevant feedback from Leavers as
above).
Look for specific PD that supports ongoing development in the area of Cultural
Competence.
Use CoL PD Consultants, AST & WST to support our growth and development
in this area.
Hold our biennial Hangi (as per the 5 Year Programme of Events).
Purchase more Kapa Haka uniforms as needs arise and funds allow.
Perform for the community (TECC, local elders, Prizegiving etc).
Attend the Cluster Kapa Haka Festival annually.

Goal 4:

PARTNERSHIPS

At Tokomaru School our entire school community is engaged to form strong, learning
partnerships.
(Links to CoL ‘Innovation: Achievement Challenge Three)

Intentions

4.1. Actively enhance
positive relationships with
our parents, caregivers and
community as partners in
learning.

2020-2022 Planned Actions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4.2. Engage with our
families to help them
understand how they can
support and celebrate their
child’s learning.

•

•

Encourage the wider parent community to sign up for our digital newsletter.
Encourage the wider parent community to download our App and choose the
appropriate groups for notifications.
Include a ‘Parent Corner’ section in our fortnightly newsletter, as a way of
educating our families and keeping them informed of our focus areas.
Include instructions for Seesaw in our Enrolment Packs.
Use the ‘Notices’ phone line regularly (and teach staff what to do).
Use Facebook to celebrate student learning and achievements (in & out of
school).
Introduce digital permissions and trial Interview bookings through our App.
Regularly put Learner Pathway details into Newsletter – ie; highlight one of the
Self Agent Yr8 Leaver traits each edition (from the Self-Agent Poster – speech
bubbles) – explain how it ties into our Vision and Values (how the links are
made).
Continue to send the newsletter and parent notices via email (and digital
copies on the website and App)
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4.3. Allow opportunities for
students to share their
views, opinions and ideas.

•

Promote APP sign-up at enrolment – show how the groups work, and the
online Calendar (promote via the website / Parent Handbook / flyer in
Enrolment Packs).

•

Continue to get EOY leavers (Y8 in particular) to share their opinions about
their time at Tokomaru. Use feedback to inform next steps.
Ask past pupils ( Y9’s 6-12mths after leaving) to complete a Y9 Leaver
Interview; summarise the feedback and use it to inform programmes and
systems.
Involve the children in deciding ‘What should we learn next?’ (eg; with Te Reo
weekly phrases, Inquiry topics, STEM learning).
Continue offering workshops in Maths, Reading & Writing (on a needs basis).

•

•
•

4.4. Recognise and utilise
the strengths and skills of
the staff and whanau.

•

4.5. Collaborate with other
schools in our CoL, Te Oro
Karaka Kahui Ako, to work
towards
meeting
the
Achievement Challenge.

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

Continue to fund Teacher Aide hours, over and above and MOE or RTLB
contribution, in order to target those most at risk (train Hayley in 2020).
Develop the leadership skills of the Management Team.
Encourage staff to visit schools or colleagues to observe and discuss
innovative practice; trial peer walkthroughs (as part of appraisal review).
Attend termly CoL meetings and connect with other Principals.
Use CoL PD Consultants, AST & WST to support our growth and development
in this area.
Attend CoL PD in our areas of focus: Wellbeing & Cultural Competence.
Re-appoint a Within School Teacher.
Enact the three Achievement Challenges in the best interests of our school
community of learners; #1 Hauora, #2 Teaching & Learning and #3
Innovation.

2020 Annual Plan and Targets
Goal 1:

STUDENT LEARNING, PROGRESS and ACHIEVEMENT

At Tokomaru School we will provide all students with opportunities to succeed.

Strategic Intention
1.1. Target specific
curriculum areas to
improve school-wide
achievement.

Planned Action

Strategies

-Develop an Action Plan for
Target Students in the key areas
of Maths and Reading.

-Target students already identified
on Action Plan document – shared
with all teachers.
-Action Plan reflections and data
added termly.

-Implement Kind Hearts into
classroom programmes.

Deliberately plan to include
opportunities across the school

-Jacqui to lead via Staff Meeting,
supported by Kind Hearts in School
Facilitators
-TS to be involved with regional
Kind Hearts events
-Invite performers and visitors to TS
at least termly; include
opportunities such as the Arts and
Cultural events

Resources /
Who
Action Plans x2
All teachers

All staff – lead
by Jacqui

Mel
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for enrichment and acceleration
across the curriculum.

1.2. Provide resources
and support so that all
students are able to
actively engage in
learning programmes.

-Use Action Plans to record and
track the progress of our
students who need support /
acceleration.
-All target students are identified
in teachers’ appraisals, planning
and assessment (including any
additional students who teachers
have concerns about).

1.5. Provide extended
opportunities for
students to fulfil
sporting, cultural or
artistic abilities

-Provide opportunities for
children to represent our school
in an area of strength/interest;
EPro8, Kids’ Lit Quiz, Weetbix TRY
/ Interschool Triathlon, Cluster
events, Passion Projects,
AgriKids, (Ag Day) Group Finals
etc.

Goal 2:

-Include Careers and language
learning opportunities for Y7/8’s
-Maintain an Extension, Enrichment
and Acceleration document
-Action Plans to include text/photos
where applicable as evidence for
progress.
-Deliberate acts of teaching are
recorded on appraisal doc (pg2) / in
teachers planning / in reflections
(and TAI as applicable).
-Gather student voice to inform
next steps in teaching / learning /
resource purchasing
- Offer a wide range of additional
opportunities to children through
Facebook, the App and the
newsletter, and by inviting visitors
to be offered in school.
-Target individuals with a personal
letter to parents.
-Celebrate student achievements
outside of school at assemblies,
Facebook, newsletter etc.
-Join up with a Cluster School
where needed for numbers.

Sara-Lee &
Sonia
Sonia
Action Plans x2
All teachers
-Termly
reflections and
data added
All teachers Dedicated time
at staff
meetings to
discuss chn /
share ideas
All teachers
Cluster
Calendar,
Google
Calendar, 5Y
Calendar of
Events
Sonia, Mel (DP)
& Susan
(Sports
Coordinator)

EFFECTIVE TEACHING

At Tokomaru School we will resource teaching staff in order to effectively deliver quality teaching and
learning opportunities.
Resources /
Strategic Intention
Planned Action
Strategies
Who
2.1. Ongoing
professional
development of staff
to ensure consistency
and excellence in
teaching practice and
leadership capabilities.

-Continue the weekly Te Reo ‘phrase’
or ‘word’ in all classrooms, and
extend the vocabulary / phrases
where possible.
-Review the guide for administering
writing samples, and then moderate
a selection of writing (samples) at
least twice a year (as a whole staff).
-Principal to continue with the PLG
(set up in 2018), facilitated by Carol
Lynch (edLead) which includes a mix
of urban/rural/small/large school
principals.

2.2. Ensure the
professional
development of staff is

-Involve Team Leader and Deputy
Principal in PLG’s and further
leadership PD, in order to grow their
leadership capabilities.
-Work alongside our CoL and with
AST’s and WST’s to identify ‘Cultural

-Teachers to use the new ‘sound
bites’ folder to ensure correct
pronunciation.
-Update the set of ‘instructions’
for how to administer a writing
sample based on feedback in
2019.
-Moderate three pieces of writing
each (at a staff meeting).

Weekly – all
staff

Mel, Sonia &
teachers

All teachers

-The PLG group will meet each
term, and attend the TransTasman conference together.
-DP and TL to be part of separate
PLG’s, and have opportunities to
attend leadership PD
- Make connections within our
Mana Rail and Learner Pathway
documents.

All teachers,
WST & AST’s
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in targeted areas of
need.

Responsiveness’ within our Learner
Pathway and Mana Rail.
-Continue the work we have begun
around Hauora-Wellbeing for staff
and students.
-Continue to have targeted time at
Staff Meetings for professional
discussions about specific students,
resources, issues etc.
-Review the appraisal system to
ensure it meets the needs of our staff,
and to ensure it’s in line with new
guidelines.

2.3.Provide access to
relevant and up-todate resources and
personnel.

- Strengthen the skills of our
teachers in all areas of ‘Hauora’
learning

-Use CoL PD Consultants, AST & WST
to observe, critique and feed back to
teachers.
-Build our collection of digital and
print resources to support Hauora.

Goal 3:

-Further develop our understand
of the Mana Rail and explore the
four dimensions of Hauora.
-Dedicate one staff meeting per
term to QLC’s for professional
dialogue based around Hauora
and/Target Students.
-Re-develop the Appraisal system
based on feedback and new
guidelines from the Education
Council & MOE. Include a Peer
Appraisal Walkthrough to allow
teachers to strengthen their
professional relationships.
-Run follow-up Cool Schools
sessions to allow new staff and
mediators to be well prepared for
2020.
-Have ‘just in time’ PD sessions
for the Learner Pathway and
Mindfulness, as well as regular
staff meeting slots & professional
readings
-Utilise the Col for quality PD (and
resources) around Hauora &
Cultural Responsiveness.

All teachers –
lead by Jacqui
and Sonia
All teachers

WST & Sonia
with input
from all
teachers
Jacqui

Sara-Lee
Jacqui

and

Sonia, Mel &
Col AST’s

HAUORA

At Tokomaru School students, staff and whanau learn in a safe, inclusive and supportive environment
that enhances Hauora.
Strategic Intention
3.2. Build on teachers
understanding of
Growth Mindset,
Mindfulness & Kind
Hearts to continue to
foster student agency.

Planned Action

Strategies

-Continue to support and develop all
staff in Mindfulness (Pause, Breathe,
Smile).

-Jacqui to lead
additional/optional PD as
required (esp. for new staff).

-Register as a Kind Hearts school and
incorporate kindness into our values
and curriculum planning.
-Use the Kind Hearts School
Coordinators for support.

-Jacqui to provide PD and
Readings on a regular basis.
-Invite Kind Hearts School
Coordinators in to talk to
classes.
-Build up Kind Hearts ‘Acts of
Kindness’ across the school;
teachers haring what they do in
their classroom.

-Refine our understanding of ’Mana
Rail’ and how it incorporates Growth
Mindset & our Learner Pathway as
part of Hauora.

-Develop a ‘ Growth Mindset’
slot at assemblies, and an ‘I
made a mistake’ award ‘slot’ to

Resources /
Who
Jacqui –all
teachers
Jacqui

Jacqui- all
teachers
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celebrate growth mindset in our
students.
3.3. Uphold the Learner
Pathway that outlines
the desired knowledge,
skills and values of a
Year 8 Self-Agent Leaver.

-Continue promoting the Principal
Self-Agent (Learner Pathway) Award
– “displays one of the Self-Agent Yr8
Learner attributes” to be presented
at each assembly (or as often as
applicable).

-Ensure that we review and update
(as necessary) the Y8 Leaver Profile
& LP in order to continually meet the
needs of our learners.

3.4. Demonstrate a
commitment to Te Tiriti
o Waitangi through
developing our cultural
competence.

-Teachers nominate students
who are ‘noticed’ displaying an
act of self-agency. Each
assembly a new student(s) is
presented with a certificate and
invited to morning tea with the
Principal. Share results on
Facebook and in the newsletter.
-Review SA Leavers Profile &
Use the feedback from our
Leavers to strengthen the
Learner Pathway and skills
required of a Self-Agent
student.
-Review the LP Parent book to
include our new classroom.

-Look for specific PD that supports
ongoing development in the area of
Cultural Competence.

-Utilise the CoL PD being
offered.

-Use CoL PD Consultants, AST & WST
to support our growth and
development in this area.

-Make connections with AST’s
and Rangitane Iwi via the CoL.

Goal 4:

Teachers
Sonia

and

Sara-Lee & staff

PARTNERSHIPS

At Tokomaru School our entire school community is engaged to form strong, learning partnerships.
Strategic Intention
4.2. Engage with our
families to help them
understand how they
can support and
celebrate their child’s
learning.

4.3. Allow opportunities
for students to share

Resources /
Who

Planned Action

Strategies

-Regularly put Learner Pathway
details into Newsletter – ie; highlight
one of the Self Agent Yr8 Leaver traits
each edition (from the Self-Agent
Poster – speech bubbles) – explain
how it ties into our Vision and Values
(how the links are made).

-Add a Learner Pathway / SelfAgent ‘blurb’ (one of the SA
skills) to the newsletter each
month, as a way of upskilling
parents. Do the same for TTT’s.

-Continue to send the newsletter and
parent notices via email (and digital
copies on the website and App)

-Send all parent notices digitally
(ie; when it’s for a whole class
or the whole school)

-Promote APP sign-up at enrolment –
show how the groups work, and the
online Calendar (promote via the
website / Parent Handbook / flyer in
Enrolment Packs).

-Add the APP information in the
enrolment pack for new
parents.

Sonia &
Christine

-Continue to get EOY leavers (Y8 in
particular) to share their opinions
about their time at Tokomaru.

- Use feedback to inform next
steps / make changes.

Sara-Lee &
Sonia

Sonia and SaraLee

Sonia &
Christine
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their views, opinions and
ideas.

4.4 Recognise and utilise
the strengths and skills
of the staff and whanau.

-Ask past pupils ( Y9’s 6-12mths after
leaving) to complete a Y9 Leaver
Interview.

- summarise the feedback and
use it to inform programmes
and systems.

Sara-Lee
Sonia

&

-Continue offering workshops in
Maths, Reading & Writing (on a
needs basis).
-Continue to fund Teacher Aide
hours, over and above and MOE or
RTLB contribution, in order to target
those most at risk (train Hayley in
2020).

-Offer workshops based on
needs/interests/context.

Teachers

-SENCO to apply for funding as
needed.
-Train Hayley in Early Words.
-Staff and parents to use the
newly developed RTLB Referral
Process document when they
have concerns about learning or
behaviour.

Sonia (Budget)
& Mel

-Develop the leadership skills of the
Management Team.

-See 2.1 and 2.2

-Encourage staff to visit schools or
colleagues to observe and discuss
innovative practice

-Trial peer walkthroughs (as
part of appraisal review). See
also 2.2.

2020 Annual Targets Section
Student Achievement
Maths (Girls)
Strategic Goals - Goal 1: STUDENT LEARNING, PROGRESS and ACHIEVEMENT
At Tokomaru School we will provide all students with opportunities to succeed.

- Goal 2: EFFECTIVE TEACHING
At Tokomaru School we will resource teaching staff in order to effectively deliver quality teaching and
learning opportunities.

Tokomaru School Maths Student Achievement
Targets 2020 Action Plan
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Strategic Intentions:
From Goal One:
1.

Target specific curriculum areas to improve school-wide achievement.

From Goal Two:
1.

Ongoing professional development of staff to ensure consistency and excellence in teaching practice and
leadership capabilities.
2. Ensure the professional development of staff is in targeted areas of need.

Global Target: to consistently improve the MATHS progress of all students to the expected Curriculum Level or
Above for the length of time they have been at school (Years 1-3) or their end of year level (Years 4-8).

Baseline Data Against Curriculum Expectations Dec 2019:
Looking at the data, we noticed that Boys were outperforming Girls (as in 2018) – Boys 81.4% Within or Above
Expectation and Girls 68.8% (however both groups have seen an increase since 2018) therefore we have chosen a group
of girls who are currently ‘At Risk’ and aim to get them all to be ‘At Expectation’ at the end of 2020.

MATHS TARGET 2020: For all of our current female students (10 students) who were At Risk
in relation to the Curriculum Expectation for their ‘time at school’ or Year level in November
2019 to make more than one year’s progress in relation to the Curriculum Expectation for
Maths and will be achieving At Expectation at the end of November 2020.
PLANNED ACTIONS
1. Target students will be identified early in 2020 and recorded on the Maths Action Plan document and in
teacher’s own planning.
2. Target students will be discussed at Staff Meetings regularly (timetabled for) and recorded in Teacher
Appraisals. Regular reflections will be recorded (via the Action Plan) and shared by teachers (once per term as
a minimum).
3. Relevant Assessment Data will be added to eTap and the Maths Action Plan.
4. Teachers will regularly discuss the needs of the children in their classes with their colleagues, and share the
planning and assessment via Google Docs.
5. We will follow the Maths Curriculum Statement and supporting documents, ie; LTP’s, and adapt and review
them as necessary.
6. Teachers may use the appropriate parts of GLOSS/JAM/IKAN specifically to target learning support for
individual students. PAT test (or similar) may be used to identify areas of strengths / weaknesses and to show
progress over time.
7. Teachers will make use of the online IXL software programme (with all students) and use of sites for regular
instructional sessions with students, and for continued maintenance of new concepts.
8. Teacher Aide time may be allocated to support Target Students with support programmes, and will be reviewed
at least termly. The SENCO (Mel Scott) will suggest resources/personnel as/when appropriate.
9. Teachers may cross-group for Maths (only as appropriate for workshops) thus ensuring that all students are
well catered for and supported.
10. Teachers will continue to offer workshops in Maths, focusing on the needs and skills of the learners; the
engagement is very high, in both Junior and Senior classes, and we want to maintain this.
11. We will continue to use devices in Numeracy as a source of motivation, and for numeracy skill practice.
12. We will continue involving the students in the decisions around their ‘next steps’ in Maths.
13. We will continue to develop our storage and purchasing systems for Numeracy resources; in particular
independent Maths tasks to support in-class work.
14. Assessment will continue to be relevant, timely and meaningful, as well as highly individualised.
15. Teachers will collect some student voice around Maths (including Workshopping) and use this to inform next
steps (for the child/programme); may form part of Walkthroughs and Principal Observations.
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2020 Annual Targets Section
Student Achievement
Reading Year 2 & 6
Strategic Goals - Goal 1: STUDENT LEARNING, PROGRESS and ACHIEVEMENT
At Tokomaru School we will provide all students with opportunities to succeed.

- Goal 2: EFFECTIVE TEACHING
At Tokomaru School we will resource teaching staff in order to effectively deliver quality teaching and
learning opportunities.

Tokomaru School Reading Student Achievement
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Targets 2020 Action Plan
Strategic Intentions:
From Goal One:
1.

Target specific curriculum areas to improve school-wide achievement.

From Goal Two:
1. Ongoing professional development of staff to ensure consistency and excellence in teaching practice and
leadership capabilities.
2. Ensure the professional development of staff is in targeted areas of need.

Global Target: to consistently improve the READING progress of all students to the expected Curriculum Level or
Above for the length of time they have been at school (Years 1-3) or their end of year level (Years 4-8).

Baseline Data Against Curriculum Expectations Dec 2019:
•
Looking at the data, we noticed that there were no children achieving Above Expectation in Years 1 or 5 in
Reading, although we now have x25 students overall working ABOVE expectation (at Mid-Year we had x15). Of our x26
Maori students, four are working Above expectation. Therefore we chose a group of readers who are currently ‘At
Expectation’ and aim to get one third of them to make accelerated progress and be ‘Above Expectation’ at the end of
2020. These children are in Year 2 and 6 this year.

READING TARGET 2020: For 30% of our current Year 2 and 6 students (15 students) who
were Within (At) the Curriculum Expectation After 1 Year or At End of Year 5 in November
2019 to make more than one year’s progress in relation to the Curriculum Expectation for
Reading and will be achieving Above Expectation at the end of November 2020.
PLANNED ACTIONS
1. Target students will be identified early in 2020 and recorded on the Writing Action Plan document and in
teacher’s own planning.
2. Time will be set aside at Staff Meetings to conduct structure reflection sessions (using reflective questions
prepared beforehand; Reflective Log).
3. Teacher Aide time will be allocated to support/accelerate Target Students on a needs basis, and will be
reviewed at least termly. The SENCO (Mel Scott) will apply for RTLB support as/when needed/is
appropriate.
4. We will use parent helpers and senior buddies to increase the reading mileage of our Target Students.
5. Walkthroughs and formal observations by the Team Leader or Principal may be focused on one or more
target student.
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6. Maori Student Achievement Data will continue to be recorded and monitored separately (the same way it
is currently done for target students).
7. We will continue with the Early Words programme run by teacher aides, training new support staff in 2020.
8. Reminders (and education) via the newsletter (for parents) about:
-the importance of reading at home – seeing evidence (Home Reading Diary, Reading Logs etc).
-using daily/weekly reading tasks at home as a way of supporting reading comprehension and
vocabulary development at school.
9. Continue to have targeted professional learning (discussions, reading, visits) around Reading.
10. Teachers will review the ‘Administering Running Records document to ensure it meets our current needs.
11. Running Record data will continue to be added to our SMS system, which will therefore provide cumulative
data over time for each student. This will help us identify areas of need within our teaching.
12. We will continue to use devices and media in Literacy, as a source of motivation (and to support students
with assistive technology requirements).
13. We will continue involving the students in the decisions around their ‘next steps’ in Literacy.
14. We may use The Hub (Bek Galloway) as part of our Literacy Programme, with students having access to it
via iPads or Chromebooks.
15. Teachers will explore enrichment and extension tasks with their reading programmes in order to motivate
and enrich the students’ reading experiences.
16. We will continue to involve the students in the purchasing of reading material for classrooms and the school
Library.
17. We will continue to develop the School library as a place where children want to go.
18. We will introduce a new ‘search computer’ for our students to access when they visit the Library (via our
new Library Management System ‘Accessit’.
19. We will continue to invite authors, illustrators and publishers into our school to work with, and talk to our
students.
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Procedural Information
•
•
•
•

Tokomaru School will lodge a copy of its annually updated Strategic Plan (formerly Charter) to The
Ministry of Education before 1st March each year.
The Strategic Plan will include the schools annually updated targets for improvement.
Targets for student achievement will be identified by historic and current data from assessment and
by national priorities.
Tokomaru School will consult with its community on a regular basis as part of its self-review cycle.

Supporting Documentation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Analysis of Variance (Maths and Writing) 2019
Maori Students’ Achievement Data 2017-20
Maori Student Acceleration 2020
Target Students’ Progress 2019
Tokomaru School Curriculum Achievement Report ‘End of Year Summary of Progress 2019
Tokomaru School Summary of Actions Taken in 2019
School Policies and Procedures
School Budget 2020
Tokomaru School Curriculum Overview
5YA Property Plan & 10YPP (Approved in 2018)
Board of Trustees Self Review Programme
Tokomaru School Performance Management Systems
2017 ERO Report
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